Chapter-2
Nature and Sources of International Economic Law
2.1. Introduction
International Economic Law (IEL) covers a very broad range of topics as it
deals with all economic aspects of relations between states. Therefore, international
trade law, international fiscal law and investment law fall within the scope of IEL.
The term encompasses a vast area.1
IEL as a branch of international public law represents an aggregate of norms
governing relations among subjects of international law in connection with their
activities in the field of international economic relations.2
IEL may be described in various ways. No clear definition has developed in
practice or in theory. Both broad and restricted descriptions have been put forward. In
the broadest sense, IEL could be defined as including all legal subjects which have
both an international and an economic component.3.
Petersmann opined “IEL presents itself as a conglomerate of private law, state
law and public international law. With a bewildering array of multilateral and bilateral
treaties,

executive

agreements,

“secondary

law”

enacted

by

international

organizations, “gentlemen's agreements” central bank arrangements, declarations of
principles, resolutions, recommendations, customary law, general principles of law,
de facto-orders, parliamentary acts, governments decrees, judicial decisions, private
contracts or commercial usages”.4
The process of defining IEL is closely connected with the formulation and
maintenance perspectives on IEL. As such, it can be fraught with the danger of
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conflating definitions with perspectives 5 . There is always therefore the need to
endeavour at revelation from a neutral stand-point. The description of ‘IEL lends
itself to a number of explanations. The controversy is about which body of law
provides a complete description of the subject, as much as which one has a better
claim to the description “IEL.” In the latter sense, the controversy may be described
as a semantic one. In the former, the underlying debate is really about how
international economic phenomena should be perceived and shaped. The emphasis is
on the process of comprehension and the development of the International Economic
Order6.
The next question that arises is: If IEL is part of the system of Public
International Law, is it a branch of that law or a specialism? IEL, it is contended, is
not a specialist for the following reasons.
First, economic activity is central to government affairs and International Law.
Secondly, International Law, and an important component of IEL, namely
International Trade Law, are each underpinned by inconsistent assumptions, or
fundamentally opposed assumptions. Whereas International Law is based on the State
and the notion of sovereignty, IEL is based on the dictates of comparative advantage,
on promoting individual cross border exchanges and specialization. Thirdly, whereas
as International Law is oriented towards defence and peace and economic selfsufficiency or materialism, the international economic system as reflected in the
Britton Woods Institutions, is based on the market economy and the promotion of
global welfare, not so much the prevention of economic welfare. Fourthly, key
features of International Law are not present in the same manner in the field of IEL.
Thus, because of globalization, it is not possible to talk about national economy7.
The principal aim of IEL, as of international law generally, is to maintain
peace. The close relationship between the preservation of peace and economic
development is one of the basic ideas of United Nations Charter. International
economic relations must serve the realization of that objective of the United Nations8.
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Another objective of IEL is to prevent international economic relations being
used to exploit less developed countries, to exert political pressure and blackmail, to
set up military blocs, and establish unequal relations; to contribute by international
legal means to the restructuring of international economic relations, on the basis of
respect for state sovereignty, equality and mutual advantage, to the creation of
favorable conditions for the development of cooperation among all States irrespective
of their socio-economic systems, the size of their territory and their level of economic
development.
IEL must contribute to economic cooperation among States in the interests of
social progress of the peoples of the world, raise their standard of living and wellbeing, and must also serve to unite efforts by States to solve universal economic
problems in the fields of energy, food, transportation, raw materials, environmental
protection and others.
The implementation of these objectives must be consistently expanded to
include the field of interstate economic relations, and there must be consistent
adherence in this field to the basic principles of modern international law.
The special principles of IEL which constitute its basis as a branch of
international law are: the principle of sovereignty of States over their wealth and
natural resources; the principle of freedom in choosing the forms in organizing
external economic relations of the country; the principle of economic nondiscrimination9.
This chapter deals with the guiding philosophy for the reconstruction of IEL
with relevance of Nozick’s super liberalism and Rawls’s moderate liberalism and the
value of IEL 10. It also focuses on IEL and international economic integration and
explains the participation of the developing countries in the construction and the
changing structure of IEL.
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2.2. Sources of IEL
The sources of IEL, as of international law generally, are international
agreements and international legal customs.
Treaty sources include international economic treaties and the numerous
political treaties that contain decisions relating to economic matters. In addition,
treaty sources include charters and other founding acts of economic and other
international organizations operating in the sphere of international economic
relations11. These acts frequently establish principles and other norms governing the
mutual relations of member-states and also their relation with third states. Examples
include: the preamble to the United Nations Charter, and also Arts 1, 55 and 56; the
preamble to the Charter of CMEA, and also Art. 1(2). Principles deriving from the
charters and other norms of international organizations not only enter directly into
IEL but also exert a large influence on the creation of other norms. International
organizations must bear in mind these principles and norms when they draw up their
resolutions and decisions, and when they formulate draft international treaties and so
also must the signatory-states when they conclude such treaties12.
The customary norms of international law play a quite significant role in the
legal regulation of international economic relations13.

In the creation of IEL as a

branch of general international law, an important part is played by the resolutions
adopted by universal international organizations and conferences.
In the forming of IEL a particularly large role is played by the following acts:
principles adopted at the first session on UCTAD in 1964, the Declaration and
Programme of Action on the establishment of a New International Economic Order
adopted by the 6th Special Session of the UN General Assembly in 1974; the Charter
of Economic Rights and Duties of States adopted at the 29th session of UN General
Assembly in 1974; the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial
Development and Cooperation adopted at the conference of UNIDO in 1975; the
Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe in 1975.
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There are essentially two dimensions to a consideration of the sources of IEL.
International Law, considered merely as a body of rules, comprises those sources of
law as enumerated in Article 38(1) of the Statute of International Court of Justice.
These are stated as follows:
“(a) international conventions, whether general or particular, establishing rules
recognized by the contesting states;
(b)

international custom as evidence of a general practice accepted as law;

(c)

the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations.”
However, it needs to be noted that International Law is not defined universally

merely as a body of rules alone. A broader conception of International Law is
entertained by some. Whilst it includes the sources mentioned in Article 38, this
broader perspective of law comprehended it as a process of decision making14.
IEL derives mainly from agreements arrived at between States either on a
bilateral, regional or multilateral level15. This is because treaties suit exigencies of
international economics, being efficient in norm creation, adaptable and capable of
generating detailed rules. International economic treaty practice has often progressed
from bilateral to multilateral arrangements. However, the existence of a network of
bilateral arrangements can also inhibit progression to a multilateral state because it
involves the setting aside of a vast network of bilateral agreements16.
There are a number of problems that characterize this source of IEL. Some of
the main problems may be described as follows: First, given the abundance of
international agreements, there are serious questions as to the coordination of such
obligations. A state may have entered into multilateral, regional and bilateral
agreements involving the same subject matter. There is the need to ensure the
avoidance of conflicting obligations undertaken in different treaty arrangements17 .
Thus, questions of conflict have been raised in relation to the WTO code and the IMF;
the WTO code and environmental treaties; the WTO code and double taxation
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agreements; and the IMF and the European Monetary Union. Further, the particular
feature of the most favoured nation standard in international economic relations calls
for an added vigilance by states when negotiating new commitments18.
Secondly, the process of interpreting international economic agreements can
involve particular difficulties. These can stem from the language of the agreement
itself; from the institutional processes involved in interpreting an agreement in
international economic institutions; from the differences in interpretations of
international agreements by national courts; from the lack of agreement as to the
particular national law to be applied which is conclusive of the meaning of a term in
an international agreement; in the determination of the status of an international
interpretation in national law. In particular, the mechanisms for the interpretation and
implementation of international agreements often involve internalized mechanisms of
interpretation and dispute resolution. These procedures can have a tendency to ensure
a pragmatic rather than a strict rule oriented solution. Further, given the multitude of
international economic agreements and the various principles enunciated under
General International Law, the interpretation process of a particular international
economic agreement has to take into account of the corpus of IEL as it governs the
relations between the parties19.
Finally, there are questions relating to the reception of international economic
agreements into domestic law. State practice differs as to the status of international
agreements in domestic law and the manner of their reception in domestic law20.
Conventional IEL is to be found in bilateral, regional and multilateral
agreements. Examples of bilateral agreements are Friendly-Commerce-Navigation
treaties; double taxation agreements; trade agreements and bilateral investment
treaties. Examples of regional agreements are mostly those which facilitate regional
economic integration – trade agreements and agreements for the establishment of
customs unions 21 . Chief examples of multilateral agreements comprise those
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establishing the international economic organizations and those arrived at under their
framework.
2.3 Customary IEL
At one level, customary IEL provides the foundations and the background for
the institutions of international economic relations. Examples of such norms are those
that pertain to freedom of communication, for instance freedom of the high seas;
diplomatic protection and international claims; the principle of pacta sunt servanda
and the standards in relation to the treatment of aliens. In addition to state practice
generally, State treaty practice in the economic field and the practice of international
economic organizations can give rise to the formation of customary IEL. The general
principles of law also serve as a source of international economic law. The sources of
IEL may be determined by judicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly
qualified publicists of various nations22. Judicial decisions include those of national
and international courts. In International Law, there is no binding precedent system.
The International Court of Justice has thus far not played a significant role in the
development of IEL23.
2.4 Guiding Philosophy for the Reconstruction of IEL
IEL in the current crisis of legitimacy can realize the reconstruction of value is
critical to its virtuous development. It is necessary for modern IEL rooted in the free
market economy to seek for a guiding philosophy in the liberalist thought. In view of
its development history, the theory of justice has followed the two principal paths of
equality and freedom. Practices have proven that freedom and equality embody the
value of justice, the lack of either of which may render justice weakened as the
paramount virtue of human being. However, contradiction or conflict may usually
exist between freedom and equality: The expansion of freedom may intensify the
level of inequality while the pursuit of absolute equality always leads to the strangling
of freedom. Nevertheless, whether related to freedom or equality, the core of the
theory of justice is the justice of distribution, an issue of reasonableness and fairness
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of distribution of fundamental or principal social benefits, interests and material
achievements among people24.
2.4.1 Relevance of Nozick’s super liberalism and the value of IEL
Nozick determined the principle of the legitimacy of state, i.e. or the principle
of the minimal state. Logically, under the principle of the minimal state, the sole
moral standard that individual acts observe is the principle of rights based on the
moral standard of supremacy of individual rights, which consists of the following
three basic requirements:
1. The principle of justice in acquisition, which means that any person shall
acquire property with his/her own capability and labor;
2. The principle of justice in transfer, which means that the transfer
and distribution of any property shall be based on individuals’ will that shall
not infringe individual rights in any way;
3. The principle of justice in rectification, which means that all the acts
and

consequences infringing individual rights during distribution shall be

rectified by way of justice25.
As Hayek said, “The central thought of liberalism is that in implementing the
general principle of protecting the widely recognized just individual behaviors in
private life, the highly sophisticated human behaviors may spontaneously form an
order, which is always beyond any specific arrangement, and thus, the coercion of the
government shall be limited to implementing such rules, no matter when the
government manages specific resources that are dominated for such purpose or
provides any other services”26.
2.5 Relevance of Rawls’ moderate liberalism and the value of IEL
Rawls has established the plural justice principle in the theory of justice as
fairness.
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1. Each person has the same inalienable right under a fully adequate scheme of
equal basic liberties, which scheme is compatible with the same scheme of
liberties for all (i.e. the principle of equal liberty).
2. Social and economic inequalities are to satisfy two conditions: First, they are
to be attached to offices and positions open to all under conditions of fair
equality of opportunity (i.e. the principle of fair equality of opportunity);
Second, they are to be the greatest benefit of the least-advantaged members
of society (i.e. Difference principle)27.
2.6 IEL and International Economic Integration
IEL is most visible in the GATT/WTO systems, although it is growing in other
regional organizations and in multilateral or plurilateral organizations with sectoral
responsibilities. The design and history have been marked by a functionalist
approach28. The IEL revolution described here is most importantly a revolution in
international law. It is a transformation of society that draws from and contributes to
intensified relations among states, which in turn draws from and contributes to
increasing possibilities for institutionalization of these relations (although the degree
of institutionalization desirable will vary). This process is driven by several facts.
First, each state's domestic legal system and regulatory structure has an intended or
unintended effect on each other state, either in terms of externalities or in terms of
competition. Every field of business regulation is a trade issue, and trade is dependent
on every other area of business regulation.
2.7 The participants and their role in the development of IEL
IEL concerns itself to varying degrees with the relationships between the State
participants, between individual participants, between the State and the individual,
between the State and international economic organizations and as between
international economic organizations. The participants are those entities having
economic rights and duties under the international economic system. They have a
recognized personality which entitles them to operate on the international plane29. The
range of entitlements varies and depends on the kind of participant involved. Thus,
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entitlements involve for example, being able to enter into economic agreements; being
able to enforce international economic agreements; being beneficiaries of
international economic agreements; and being able to participate in dispute settlement
mechanisms involving economic rights30.
There are mainly three participants, with varying degrees of personality. First,
given the perspective here, the primary subjects are States. It is State action or
inaction that is the object of international economic regulation. Equally, it is States
which have been critically responsible for the development of IEL.
Some States have of course made a great imprint than others. Thus, the role of
economically powerful States needs to be acknowledged. This is particularly so given
that a significant body of international economic norms are generated from
international financial institutions, and institutions whose modus operandi is
characterized by reciprocity. In such circumstances those States or Regional
Economic Organizations which command financial organizations, and which have
more to offer in terms of trade concessions, will almost inevitably have a greater role
in the shaping of the development of IEL 31 . The second category of participants
comprises the international economic organizations. These organizations can be
considered as actors in the system, although they are not in a strict sense the
beneficiaries of the international economic regulation as the other are32.
The third category of participants comprises individuals. The role of the
individual in IEL is more pronounced now, given its liberal trade focus, which
emphasizes individual rights; the power of multinational companies and their
accompanying responsibilities; and the increasing entrenchment of domestic remedies
for individuals in relation to international arrived at standards, as well as the
availability of international dispute settlement mechanisms. Individuals here include
corporate entities.
2.8 Participation of the developing countries in the construction of IEL
The principal causes for the development of matters are internal causes rather
than external causes. Therefore, inappropriate economic and trade policies of
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developing countries, the construction of their domestic market system and objective
social environment are obviously the principal causes that constrain their
development, while the inequality of the old international economic order and the
inclination of the recent lawmaking of IEL that deviates from social justice are one of
the important external factors that constrain the economic development of developing
countries33.
2.9 The changing structure of IEL
The lawmaking of IEL in globalization is variegated, which can be explored in
view of the macro subjects and micro subjects of international market. At the level of
states, macro subjects of international market, the unfairness of international
economic rules is an important reason for the predicament of developing countries.
The history of economic development of the world indicates that the economic
development of states is unbalanced. Whether a state is powerful or weak is
constrained by numerous factors at home and abroad, among which the competitive
environment resulted from international economic rules is a very important factor. To
some extent, the recent lawmaking of IEL favoring procedural justice in form is an
institutional arrangement conducive to developed countries34.
2.10 Conclusion
Traditionally speaking, IEL did not pay much attention to environmental
concerns. International economic and commercial activities continued to expand until
recently with little concern for the harm done to the environment by these activities.
The main international economic agenda in the post-Second World War period
involved promoting the free movement of goods and capital across borders and
enabling states to exploit their natural resources to the maximum extent possible for
their economic development.
IEL tried to catch up with this expansion of international economic and
commercial activities and regulate wherever and whichever aspect possible, but
without paying much serious attention to environmental aspects of economic
development.

However,

more

recently,

developments

taking

place

within

international environmental law have influenced the development of international
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economic law. The international environmental law principle of sustainable
development, a relatively new principle, has had a profound impact on international
economic law35.
Within the UN’s economic development agenda, a significant shift in
emphasis in the theory of economic development began in 1987 with the introduction
of the concept of sustainable development, which sought to impose some restraints on
economic development in favor of the need to protect the environment. This new idea
also sought to unite both the developing and developed countries in pursuit of a
common agenda.
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